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Oakwood GLOW-‐ing 
Comfort … aaah.  It is a word we all know and love.  From a comfortable 
bed, to comfort food -‐ we all naturally gravitate to what gives us warm 
fuzzy comfort.  So seeking to engage in something that gets us out of our 

comfort zone can naturally appear 
too difficult, too impossible, too … 
“nah … not for me”.  Yet Oakwood 

has decided to grab the bull 
by the horns, or rather … simply 
grab the tract.  GLOW tract that is. 

All May long our church will be 
seeking to reach the goal of distributing 10,000 GLOW tracts in 26 days!  
That is 385 tracts per day, which if we look at our average attendance of 
120, that breaks down to 3 GLOW tracts per day per each of us.  Now 3 
tracts a day is not as scary as the big 10,000 number.  Thats is because that 
big number will get tackled by our whole church!  I am sure that all of us 
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pulling together will achieve (﴾and 
possibly even surpass)﴿ our goal with 
no problem at all. 

So please join the rest of the 
Oakwood church in leaving these 
little tracts at restaurants, stores, 
hospitals, etc.  Just as important, 
please share your experiences with 
us.  John T. shared this past Sabbath 
how he prayerfully (﴾and completely 
out of his comfort zone)﴿ 
approached his chiropractor about 
putting a GLOW tract rack in his 
office.  His chiropractor got ahead 

of John by totally opening up his office to display these tracts!  That 
same evening another church member approached me wanting to also 
put a GLOW tract rack in her counseling office.  Still another member 
some months ago put another GLOW rack tract at the entrance of her 
massage practice.  Oakwood is on the move!   

So as you share these little tracts, please share with us your experiences 
and testimonies by sending them to John T. (﴾ jtrombley88@yahoo.com)﴿, 
or write them in one of the testimony papers at our GLOW booth in front 
of the sanctuary.  Also let us know how many (﴾total weekly number)﴿ you, 
or your ministry, have been sharing with others.  This way we will be able 
to track how each week we come closer to our goal.  We are looking 
forward to the church-‐wide celebration in just a few weeks! 

D12 REACH-‐ing 
Recently we had the privilege of forming a D12 (﴾District 12)﴿ lay advisory 
board.  This group of lay representatives from all of our churches will be 
meeting on an ongoing basis to pray, vision and seek for creative ways to 
collaborate more effectively with each other. 

From coordinating efforts for our public evangelistic series “Unlocking 

Revelation”, or supporting the rapidly growing ministry to our young 
adults “BRIDGE”, as well as providing ongoing resources for our “Receive 

the Word” radio ministry; this board will be key in making our efforts 
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Oakwood Gospel 
Celebration

We had well over 50 
people come out to see 

the “Desire of Ages” film in 
the afternoon of Sabbath 
May 3.  It was a touching 
experience leaving many 
with tears, and all with a 

deeper gratitude for God’s 
greatest gift to each of us.   
It was also a blessing to 

see an Unlocking 
Revelation guest bring his 
brother and sister to this 

special event.

We were blessed with more 
than 140 church members 
and visitors on this very 

special evangelistic effort.  
We were able to reconnect 

with several friends who 
had joined us for our 2013 

Unlocking Revelation 
meetings.

“Desire of Ages” 
Film
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efficient.  Please continue to pray for us as we already see greater opportunities ahead for shining in our area of 
the world's mission field.  Please read through the Sabbath bulletin REACH insert so you can find out more of 
what our district is preparing for. 

Stewart’s Ship (by pastor Ariel Roldan) 
Stewart could not wait to get his ship on the water.  It was beautiful, very roomy, 
and with a strong engine!  He invited all his friends and family for the special 
day in which it would go on the ocean.  It had cost him years of saving and 
personal sacrifice.  Today his dream had come true and was standing before him 
next to the water. 

He had spent hours daydreaming of all the endless possibilities and adventures 
awaiting him, his family and friends in the vast ocean.  He had already mapped 
out the many parts of the world they were going to visit with his ship.  So with a 
huge splash Stewart’s ship was lowered into the water. 

His family and friends all got on board the ship.  All eyes were on Stewart, who 
was now a bit hesitant.  He kept wanting to show them all the cool things in the 
boat.  Eventually they all spoke in unison -‐ “we want to go Stewart!”  With the 
key in his trembling hand Stewart approached the command center, turned the key and …. nothing.  Silence.  
What had happened?   
Stewart’s ship had no fuel!  He had spent so much on the ship -‐ all he had in fact -‐ he never gave thought as to 
setting aside any money to put fuel in it.  The silence was palpable and so very awkward.  Though no one dared 
ask him, all wondered why Stewart had knowingly spent so much on a ship he could not take anywhere.  Finally 
Stewart’s mother spoke up “Stewart dearest, it’s a beautiful boat honey.  It … … it … floats really nice!  I’m sure if 

you were to just let it drift, eventually you’ll get to where you want to go.  But … I 
have to be somewhere.  I’ll see you when you come back!”  Poor Stewart’s ship.   

Yet the same can be said when church is not intentional and committed about its 
stewardship -‐ it is poor stewardship.  It is wonderful for our church to have a 
spacious gym, a thriving school, a useful fellowship area, a beautiful sanctuary, a 
growing A/V ministry, etc., etc., etc.  But what if our church found itself not being 
able to support or maintain these structures and the ministries they represent?  It 
would be the same as having a beautiful, roomy, and powerful boat with no fuel.  
Faithful, committed stewardship is the fuel of the church.  We do not need to 
experience the awkward silence that took place in poor Stewart’s ship.  Please 
continue to be faithful and intentional in your stewardship of tithes and offerings 
so Oakwood can continue to be the church that has the fuel to move!
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